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Fields of Forestry Research
Billions of feet of southern pine have gone into giant airplane and blimp hangars—into warships, supply vessels, trucks and war housing.
Wood treated with methylolurea resists flame twice as long as a steel plate of same thickness.

Determining the behavior of curved plywood under stress. Such tests are showing the way to better performance of military aircraft.
PLANTING & SILVICULTURE

A machine handling up to four-year-old stock which can plant three rows of a quarter mile windbreak in fifteen minutes.

A certified tree farm in Alabama.
Why selective thinning is good practice. Annual rings reveal retarded growth in this pine during last ten years because of crowded stand conditions.
Primary mirror (top) turned by clockwork motor, moves with the sun reflecting beam of light constantly on secondary mirror (below), which pinpoints it on fire. Smokechasers, "on the beam" locate fire quickly, save valuable time.
Pictured here is the vital story. Cattle graze unrestricted on one side of the fence—on the other only under official restriction and check.
Another test plot showing not only how good grasses return under controlled grazing, but also how they check and heal eroding gullies.
PATHOLOGY

Littleleaf as it appears in the Piney Woods. Shortleaf pine at left is in the advanced stage of the disease. Tree at right shows no symptoms. Science is still working on this destructive disease.